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FEDEX ACQUISITION OF TNT COULD TAKE UP TO A YEAR
FedEx’s planned €4.4bn acquisition of
TNT Express could take up to a year to gain
regulatory approval from various authorities
around the world, the two companies said.

€4.4BN

In a joint update required by Dutch law,
FedEx and TNT Express confirmed that
“the companies are making timely progress
on the preparations for the offer”. FedEx
expects to submit a request for review and
approval of its Offer Document with the Netherlands Authority for the Financial
Markets (AFM) in any event before 30 June 2015. However, the offer will be
conditional upon FedEx obtaining the required competition clearances in the
European Union, China, Brazil and, to the extent applicable, the United States
of America.

PRICE OF FEDEX’S OFFER
TO ACQUIRE TNT EXPRESS

Source: CEP-Research
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CANADA POST LAUNCHES SOLUTIONS FOR SMALL
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Canada Post introduced its Solutions for Small Business,
a range of products and services aimed at Canada’s small
and medium-sized businesses. The initiative follows on
the VentureOne programme and offers more services and
solutions, more options to access them, and significantly
deeper savings than its predecessor.
The new programme includes: access to benefits through
multiple channels, including electronic shipping tools, retail,
web and partners; daily competitive pricing and pricing
incentives, and exclusive offers on products and services
from Canada Post-approved partners.
Source: Canada Post

CANADA POST OFFERS DELIVERY CHOICE TO
ONLINE SHOPPERS
Canada Post launched its FlexDelivery service, which
allows customers to direct the items they order online to
any place in Canada. With FlexDelivery, Canada Post aims
to reduce the number of missed deliveries, as roughly one
in three households has nobody at home when Canada Post
attempts to deliver a parcel at the door.
The service is free and user friendly; customers can choose
their preferred post office locations and receive their unique
identification code and a FlexDelivery address to use for
each location. When they are shopping online, they enter
one of their FlexDelivery addresses rather than their home.

© 2015 - IPC.be
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When the item has arrived at their chosen post office, they
will get an email telling them the parcel is ready for pick-up.
Source: Canada Post

US POSTAL SERVICE REPORTS NET LOSS IN SECOND
QUARTER
The US Postal Service ended the second quarter of fiscal
2015 (1 January 2015 – 31 March 2015) with an operating
revenue increase of US$223m, or 1.3%, over the same
period last year, and a net loss of US$1.5bn. The increase in
operating revenue was driven by a 14.4% growth in shipping
and package volume. The net loss for the quarter was
US$1.5bn compared to a net loss of US$1.9bn for the same
period last year. Excluding a retiree health benefit prefunding
expense, the net losses would have been US$44m for the
2015 second quarter.
Operating expenses declined by US$160m from the same
quarter last year, driven in part by favourable trends in workers’
compensation expense. Controllable income in the second
quarter was US$313m, an increase of US$52m over the same
period last year. This increase is primarily attributable to efforts
associated with continued cost-cutting initiatives and enhanced
revenue from strong shipping and package volume.
While shipping and package volume and revenue have
demonstrated continued growth, volume and revenue from
other products have declined. First-Class Mail and Standard
Mail volumes declined 2.1% and 1.1%, respectively, during
the second quarter compared to the same period last year.
Source: USPS
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DHL TAKES DELIVERY SERVICE TO NEW HEIGHTS IN UPS BOARD ANNOUNCES NEW CFO AND
CHICAGO
QUARTERLY DIVIDEND
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DHL launched its helicopter service in Chicago to provide
early morning delivery services for the area’s financial and
legal firms requiring urgent document delivery.
DHL has already introduced a helicopter service in Los
Angeles in 2014 and has been using the service in New
York for many years. In addition, a new helicopter service
was launched in January in London. The London helicopter
enables DHL to offer an enhanced next-day service into the
UK capital from major Eastern US cities.
Source: Deutsche Post DHL

FEDEX AWARDS YOUNG INNOVATORS AT FIRST
CHAMPIONSHIP
Dozens of middle and high school students competing in
the international FIRST Championship in St. Louis, USA
are walking away from the second annual FedEx Innovation
Challenge with more than US$50,000 in grant money to
fund their teams for the next year.
The FedEx Innovation Challenge is a social media-based
competition consisting of math and science problems and
scavenger hunt activities, FedEx innovation trivia and more.
Since January 2015, over 200 student teams around the
world have creatively showcased their innovative thinking
in the second annual competition to win prizes, including a
total of US$52,500 in grant funding.
Source: FedEx
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UPS announced that Richard Peretz will succeed Kurt
Kuehn, who will retire as CFO at the end of June after 38
years with the company. Peretz is currently UPS Corporate
Controller and Treasurer. He has served in several
operational and corporate leadership positions within the
Finance staff since joining the company in 1981. He will join
UPS’s Management Committee, a group of the most senior
executives responsible for day-to-day management of the
company.
The UPS Board of Directors declared a regular quarterly
dividend of US$0.73 per share on all outstanding Class A
and Class B shares. The dividend is payable 3 June 2015,
to shareowners of record on 18 May 2015.
Source: UPS; CEP-Research

UPS CONFIDENT AFTER DOUBLE-DIGIT Q1 PROFITS
INCREASE
UPS confidently predicted it will continue to grow in
Europe despite the forthcoming FedEx-TNT merger after
announcing a double-digit rise in first-quarter profits driven
by international volume growth and pricing measures.
The company’s Q1 operating profit increased 11% to
US$1.7bn while revenue grew by 1.4% to US$14bn, with
an underlying 3.6% rise after adjusting for foreign currency
changes. Total shipments increased 2.8% to 1.1bn packages.
International operating profit improved by 14% to US$498m
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as volume growth, pricing initiatives and lower fuel expense all contributed to
improved profitability. The operating margin expanded 280 basis points to 16.8%.
International revenue increased 2.4% to US$3.0bn on a currency-neutral basis,
compared to the reported decline of 5.0%.

Canada Post launches Solutions for
Small Business
Canada Post offers delivery choice to
online shoppers
US Postal Service reports net loss in
second quarter
DHL takes delivery service to new
heights in Chicago
FedEx awards young innovators at FIRST
Championship
UPS Board announces new CFO and
quarterly dividend
UPS confident after double-digit Q1
profits increase
Pitney Bowes acquires e-Commerce firm
Borderfree

Abney emphasised that UPS has achieved strong organic growth in Europe in
recent years, with average annual export volume growth of 9% in the past ten
years, and said overall volumes in the region had more than doubled over the
last decade.
Source: CEP-Research

PITNEY BOWES ACQUIRES E-COMMERCE FIRM BORDERFREE
Pitney Bowes is taking a major step to boost its cross-border e-Commerce
business with the agreed takeover of global e-Commerce firm Borderfree for
US$395m.
The US group said Borderfree’s cross-border e-Commerce solutions would
complement and expand its existing e-Commerce capabilities, which help clients
grow their businesses internationally by reducing the complexity of cross-border
e-Commerce. Borderfree provides cross-border e-Commerce solutions through
a proprietary technology and services platform that enables retailers in the
United States and United Kingdom to transact with consumers around the world.

US$395M
TOTAL SUM PITNEY BOWES
HAS INVESTED IN BORDERFREE
ACQUISITION

Under the terms of the definitive agreement, Pitney Bowes will commence a
tender offer for all outstanding common shares of Borderfree. The acquisition is
expected to close in the second quarter 2015.
Source: CEP-Research
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KOREAN LOGISTICS FIRMS PANTOS, CJ TARGET
ASIAN DELIVERY EXPANSION

TOLL SHAREHOLDERS TO VOTE ON JAPAN POST
DEAL NEXT WEEK

Two leading Korean parcel and logistics operators Pantos
Logistics and CJ Korea Express are targeting growth in Asia
through new partnerships and acquisitions.

Toll Group’s shareholders were set to approve the Australian
company’s US$5.1b acquisition by Japan Post by midMay after all regulatory clearances were received for the
takeover.

Seoul-based freight group Pantos Logistics is developing
cross-border e-commerce parcel deliveries in China and
Japan through two major deals with large local operators.
In China, Pantos has signed an MoU with 4PX, in which
Singapore Post holds a 40% stake. Pantos Logistics also
plans to expand its logistics destinations including Europe
and US by utilising the joint overseas network of the two
companies. Last April, Pantos teamed up with Japanese
ground transport firm Seino Transportation to set up SP
Express, a joint venture handling Chinese exports to Japan.
Meanwhile, CJ Korea Express, which aims to become
one of the world’s five largest logistics groups by 2020,
announced that it wanted to buy Daewoo Logistics, which is
mostly a large ocean freight transportation group.

The Australian group announced that New Zealand’s
Overseas Investment Office (OIO) has granted consent
under the New Zealand Overseas Investment Act for the
proposed acquisition by Japan Post Co. Ltd. of Toll via a
Scheme of Arrangement.
Provided the Scheme is supported by more than 75% of
shares voted, and the majority of shareholders voting are in
favour of the Scheme, the deal is likely to be implemented
and shareholders paid on Thursday 28 May 2015. Under the
agreed AU$6.5bn (US$5.1bn) deal announced in February,
Japan Post will become owner of Australia’s leading express,
freight and logistics group.
Source: CEP-Research

The moves by the two Korean groups come as other large
Asian players also expand in the region. The largest deal is
Japan Post’s forthcoming takeover of Australian express and
freight logistics giant Toll Group while Alibaba Group bought
a 10% stake in Singapore last year.
Source: CEP-Research
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EU E-RETAILERS PLAN E-LOGISTICS PLATFORM FOR
BETTER CROSS-BORDER PARCEL DELIVERY
E-retailers in Europe plan to launch an ambitious ‘e-logistics
platform’ combining transparency, quality improvement and
cost reductions in a wide-ranging initiative to improve crossborder parcel delivery, the Ecommerce Europe association
announced.
The platform would include a ‘matchmaking’ database
of retailers and delivery suppliers, potential lower prices
through volume consolidation, and information on contracts.
The association also wants to see fair distance-based crossborder pricing.
The organisation, which represents 16 national e-Commerce
associations and over 25,000 online retailers, presented
the plans in a detailed position paper entitled ‘e-logistics:
a need for integrated European solutions’. Parcel delivery
will feature prominently in the launch of the European
Commission’s Digital Single Market strategy next month and
will be the subject of a review later this year.

ITALY

Source: CEP-Research

LATVIA

HEWLETT-PACKARD TO ACCEPT PRIVATE PARCEL
DELIVERIES AT WORKPLACE ‘PAKADOO POINTS’

NETHERLANDS
POSTNORD
SPAIN

Hewlett-Packard employees in Europe will be able to get
their private parcels delivered at work in future under a
new ‘Business-To-Office’ (B2O) delivery service entitled
Pakadoo.

The Pakadoo Point service aims to fill a market gap by
enabling authorised ‘shop2job’ deliveries during normal
company working hours, Markus Ziegler, director of
Logistics Group International (LGI), said at the Transport
Logistic trade fair in Munich this week.
Outlining the new concept, Ziegler explained that online
shoppers would be able to click on Pakadoo delivery when
making their online purchase using a Packadoo ID number.
Parcels would be delivered to special workplace Pakadoo
Points that would be set up in cooperation with employers at
company receptions, in mailrooms or other agreed locations.
Source: CEP-Research

AUSTRIAN POST REPOSTS SLIGHT REVENUE
INCREASE FOR FIRST QUARTER 2015
Austrian Post released the financial results for the first
quarter of the 2015 financial year. In the first quarter of
2015, revenue of the Austrian Post Group was €601.9m,
slightly above the same period during the previous year.
Revenue growth of 2.2% in the parcel segment completely
offset the slight decline of 0.3% in the mail business,
which continues to be affected by the ongoing electronic
substitution of traditional letter mail. In addition, branch
network revenue decreased. The trend towards increased
e-Commerce is continuing in the parcel segment, leading
to further growth of consumer parcel volumes. However,
intensified competition and price pressure are impacting the
parcel markets.

UNITED KINGDOM
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Earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) were down by
€4.3m year on year to €53.9m. This decline also includes
expenses resulting from increased staff-related provisions
due to the ongoing low interest rate environment. On an
operational basis, measures to further optimise costs and
enhance efficiency were continued. Moreover, Austrian
Post also pressed ahead with investments at the customer
interface during the reporting period, and continued to
expand its self-service offering. In spite of Austrian Post’s
extensive investment programme, cash flow is above the
prior-year level, securing the company’s ability to finance
investments and dividends.
The expected basic trends in the mail and logistics business
were also reflected in first quarter 2015 results, allowing
Austrian Post to confirm its previously communicated
outlook for the entire year 2015. With respect to revenue
development, the business model of Austrian Post is
oriented to compensate for the decline in the mail segment
by generating increases in the parcel business. On this
basis, average revenue growth should total 1-2% p.a. The
rise in Group revenue in 2015 is expected to be of similar
magnitude.
Source: Austrian Post

LATVIA
NETHERLANDS
POSTNORD
SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
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UPS REBRANDS KIALA POINTS IN BELGIUM
UPS is launching the rebranding of its Kiala consumer
parcel points in Belgium to ‘UPS Access Point’ locations
to complete the renaming of the European B2C network
acquired in 2012. A similar rebranding of the Kiala locations
in France, Spain, the Netherlands already started last year,
and is also due for completion next year.

THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY

Under the company’s B2C expansion strategy, the Kiala
model has been introduced under the name of UPS Access
Point in more than 13,000 locations in nine European
markets – Belgium, Luxemburg, France, Germany, Italy,
Poland, Spain, The Netherlands, the UK – as well as Mexico,
Canada, and cities in the United States including Chicago
and New York City. There are plans for further expansion to
20,000 locations by the end of the year.
Source: CEP-Research

BPOST “WELL PREPARED TO FACE HEADWINDS”
AFTER SOLID FIRST QUARTER
bpost has reported solid results for the first
quarter of 2015 with parcel growth
compensating for the ongoing mail
decline. Overall, bpost revenues
dropped by 1.6% to €617m but costs
were reduced by 2.2%, and operating
profits were stable at €151.6m. Net profit
was down 2.4% at €96.6m.
The Belgian postal operator increased domestic parcel
volumes by 10.2%, which was faster than the 7% rise
achieved in 2014. Growth was driven by e-tailers and
good performance in C2C. As anticipated, parcels revenue
growth of 6.1% was impacted by a negative price/mix
effect of -3.7% mainly due to a mix effect relating to the
strong growth of e-tailers benefiting from lower prices. The
segment’s revenues increased 6% to €39.5m. At the same
time, international parcel revenues grew by 33% to €41.2m,
driven by continued growth from the core business lanes
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from the US and China but shipments to China dropped
back slightly.
Domestic mail volume declined by 5.3%, compared to
-4.4% in 2014, due to weakness in advertising mail sales
and ongoing e-substitution. Mail revenues dropped 3.4% to
€371m.
Source: CEP-Research

BPOST AND CITYDEPOT MERGE
bpost and CityDepot are joining forces to take the lead on the
growing city distribution market. Together they form a new
entity, CityDepot NV, which will take over the activities and
25 employees of the existing CityDepot and City Logistics.
bpost will be the biggest shareholder and will increase its
shareholding in the coming years.
CityDepot, which was formed by Marc Schepers in 2011,
was first to launch a city distribution system in Hasselt and
subsequently also in Brussels. Goods are consolidated
in depots on the outskirts of the city and carried to
the final destination in the centre by means of smaller,
environmentally friendly means of transport. In 2014 bpost
launched a comparable service in Antwerp, under the City
Logistics name. Road haulers that have to make deliveries
to various places in the city centre and port drop their goods
off at a bpost depot, after which bpost uses smaller vans
to deliver the pallets and parcels to retailers on the same
day. These initiatives reduce traffic in the city centre and
are an environmentally friendly and economically attractive
alternative to disruptive truck journeys.

UNITED KINGDOM
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The intention is for CityDepot NV, which is presently active
in Brussels, Antwerp and Hasselt, to gradually roll its service
out to ten or so additional cities in Belgium.
Source: bpost

DPD REDUCES PREDICT DELIVERY TIME-SLOT TO
ONE HOUR IN CZECH REPUBLIC
DPD has improved its premium Predict service with a onehour delivery time slot in the Czech Republic as opposed
to the two-hour time slot provided to Czech customers
previously.
With effect from 1 April, the company has upgraded its
Predict service in the country dedicated to e-tailers. The
parcel recipients will thus be informed in advance about
the one-hour time window during which their orders will
arrive. The one-hour time slot as part of the Predict service
is progressively being introduced in all the other countries
which are within the network of DPDgroup.
Source: CEP-Research

GLS OPENS NEW DEPOT IN DENMARK
GLS has opened a new depot in the northern Danish city
of Aalborg, an industrial and university city in the North of
Jutland and the third most populous in the country after
Copenhagen and Aarhus, has doubled the sorting capacity
of the previous depot in the region, with an investment of
DKK 45m (€6m).
The new depot has been built in response to continuously
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increasing parcel and express shipment volumes at the
Aalborg site, with around 150% growth over the last ten
years. Up to 5,000 parcels can now be handled per hour,
with 63 gates for loading and unloading, which is 17 more
than at the previous depot.
Source: CEP-Research
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POSTI IMPROVES Q1 PROFITS DESPITE FALLING
SALES
Finnish postal group Posti saw revenues drop
by 7.3% to €435.9m in the first quarter
of 2015 but improved its profits due to
cost-saving measures. The group, which
has recently sold off various businesses
to downsize its activities, increased its
operating profit (EBIT) for the first
quarter to €20.5m from just €4.3m last year.
Mail delivery volumes continued to decline substantially,
while parcel services grew. In the logistics market, the
situation remained weak and competition continued to be
intense, Posti pointed out. Postal Services, covering the
Finnish domestic mail business, saw revenues drop by
0.8% to €195.8m as mail volumes declined by 6%, but its
operating profit improved to €21m due to better operational
efficiency, higher postal fees and various one-off effects.
Parcel & Logistics Services suffered a 10.6% revenue fall
to €161.8m, mostly due to a slump in sales in Scandinavia
and international freight. However, Parcel Services grew
by 5% to 8m parcels in the first quarter, and the division
returned to profit with a slight profit of €1.1m.
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Heikki Malinen, President and CEO, commented: “The start
of the year was marked by major renewal for Posti Group
in the form of a new name and renewed organisation. The
first quarter was nevertheless very challenging with respect
to sales, as expected, due to the economic recession, tight
market situation and declining mail delivery volumes.
Source: CEP-Research; Posti

DHL EXPRESS FRANCE UPGRADES DEPOT NEAR
ORLÉANS
DHL Express has expanded and modernised its depot near
Orléans, in north-central France, as part of the company’s
ongoing €30m investment in the modernisation of 17 out of
its 40 operational sites in the country.
With this expansion move, DHL Express is responding to its
continuous growth in France resulting in a 10% volume increase
last year, compared to 2013. Since 2013, DHL registered
volume growth of 14% at the site in Saran, a commune located
close to Orleans, which is the capital of the Loiret department
and the strategic Centre-Val de Loire region.
Source: CEP-Research

HERMES TARGETS CROSS-BORDER GROWTH AFTER
7% REVENUE RISE IN 2014/15
German retail and logistics services provider Hermes
announced a 7% rise in total revenues to €2.23bn in its
2014/15 financial year (ending 28 February), with a similar
increase in volumes to a total of 530m parcels in Europe.
Hermes increased delivery volumes by 7% to 496m parcels
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in its five main markets of Germany, UK, Austria, Italy and
Russia, including around 12m catalogues and more than four
million items of furniture and household appliances.
The German retail and logistics services provider said it is
investing heavily in capacity expansion and new services to
drive domestic and cross-border growth after again achieving
record revenues last year. In Germany, Hermes is looking to
increasingly target small and medium-sized distance sellers
in its drive to acquire new clients by investing in its logistics
network while also moving geographically closer to potential
clients. Hermes also confirmed that in collaboration with
other parcel companies it plans to introduce shared parcel
boxes for private households in Germany.
To improve its offering for cross-border deliveries, Hermes
is starting a new service called ‘BorderGuru’, which, for the
first time, allows online retailers to sell and deliver their goods
around the world. As part of the process, a ‘shipping client’
is integrated on the client’s website, which informs the endcustomer of all the costs incurred – customs, transport, taxes
– and coordinates both the shipping and the payment process.
Source: CEP-Research

DPD’S GERMAN PARCEL NETWORK TAKES BIGGER
SIZE WITH NKD CLOTHES STORES
DPD has expanded the size of its parcel shop network in
Germany to more than 6,000 locations by adding 1,300
branches of clothes retailer NKD. In a strategic alliance,
each of the over 1,300 branches operated by NKD, one of
Germany’s largest clothing retailers, now features a DPD
ParcelShop as part of its services.
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Customers will be able to send, pick up and return parcels
at all NKD branches to ship parcels within Germany and
to other EU countries. In addition, every DPD ParcelShop
within a branch of NKD accepts returns – a task which is
becoming increasingly important because of the boom in
e-Commerce.
Source: CEP-Research

AN POST GROUP POSTS A PROFIT FROM IMPROVED
TRADING AND COST CUTS
An Post published its Annual Report for 2014 and reported
an increased Group turnover of €820.6m, as a result of
revenue growth across the Group. The Group achieved an
operating profit of €5.9m and an overall profit of €24.2m
for the financial year, compared to an operating loss of
€11.4m in 2013 and an overall profit of €5.9m.
In 2014, mails revenue totalled €521m, up from €511m in
2013. Retail revenue was €167m, broadly in line with the
previous year’s total of €169m, as were related Group
products and services at €119m. Domestic contract parcels
and packets volumes grew by 6% year on year while
traditional letter volumes fell by 3.3%.
Operating costs were reduced to €814.7m, down from
€823.2m in 2013.
Source: An Post
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GLS ITALY OPENS NEW MILAN DEPOT, GROWS B2C
BUSINESS
GLS Italy has opened a new depot in Milan’s historic centre
and is seeing strong growth in its B2C deliveries.
The new depot is located in the very heart of Milan, close to
the cathedral, and offers customers a DepotPickup service
which enables them to pick up their shipments conveniently
from the city centre, even on Saturdays.
Meanwhile, the company is expanding its B2C deliveries in
Italy in response to continued e-Commerce growth in the
country. The E-ComService, enabling recipients to fix a
delivery date and time with GLS, saw a 71% rise in usage
last year, for example. Similarly, use of the InfoService,
comprising a pro-active delivery notification by email or
SMS, went up by 79% last year. In response to the rise in
mobile commerce, GLS Italy has introduced a ‘Tracking App’
enabling smartphone users to track the status of a shipment
in near-real time.
Source: CEP-Research

DPD LATVIA GROWS REVENUES AND PARCEL
VOLUMES AT DOUBLE-DIGIT RATES IN 2014

SPAIN

DPD Latvia recorded double-digit parcel volume and
revenue growth last year thanks to the growing popularity of
e-Commerce in the country, and is introducing the group’s
Predict service with one-hour delivery timeslots.

UNITED KINGDOM

In 2014, DPD Latvia posted strong volume growth of 13%
delivering 2.45m parcels while revenues were expected to

POSTNORD
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rise about 10% from €9.8m in 2013. Orders from online
shops accounted for 30-40% of the company’s revenues,
compared to only 5% four years ago, and overall revenues
have increased more than 50% since 2010.
According to the Commission for Public Services Regulation,
the share of DPD Latvia in the Latvian courier and express
delivery market amounts to 46%.
Source: CEP-Research

POSTNL PROFITS DROP IN Q1 2015
PostNL is reviewing its international activities and will
announce an updated strategy
later this year after a setback
in the UK and ahead of €642m
proceeds from selling its
TNT stake to FedEx. PostNL
increased revenues slightly to
€1bn in the first quarter but
its underlying cash operating
income fell slightly to €68m
from €77m in the first three months of last year.

€1BN

POSTNL’S TOTAL
REVENUE FOR 2014

The company’s addressed mail volume declined by 13.2%,
but parcel volumes increased by 8% and there was a slight
improvement in International results. “Our performance
in the first quarter is in line with our expectations. In Mail
in the Netherlands, price increases and cost savings did
not fully compensate for the volume decline. The volume
development corresponds with fluctuations that come with
substitution and phasing in working days,” PostNL CEO
Herna Verhagen commented.
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“For the full year we expect the volume decline to be within
the earlier guided range of 9-12%. Cost savings are expected
to be higher in the second half of 2015 due to phasing in the
implementation of the restructuring plans. The outlook for
cost savings remains unchanged,” Verhagen said.
Source: CEP-Research; PostNL
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TNT EXPRESS REPORTS ON FIRST QUARTER
TNT Express published its first-quarter results for 2015.
For Q1 2015, TNT reported a 1.3% rise in revenues to
€1.6bn, and there was an underlying 1.5% drop adjusted
for disposals and foreign exchange. However, adjusted for
lower fuel surcharges and one trading day less, the overall
underlying growth was 2.1%.
However, the company made a reported operating loss of
€11m compared to a profit of €15m in the first quarter last
year. This included €12m of restructuring and other charges.
The underlying operating profit dropped from €43m last
year to €1m, reflecting €20m worth of costs related to
the Outlook strategy implementation, lower volumes from
international accounts and pricing pressures, particularly in
Western Europe.
In response to a CEP-Research question about how
customers had responded to the planned takeover, de
Vries said: “We have been in very close contact with our
customers. In general the reactions are pretty positive.
Customers see the complementarity (of FedEx and TNT)
and the opportunity … for them”. The CFO reiterated that
FedEx, with its strong businesses in the Americas and
Asia, complemented TNT’s strong position in Europe. TNT

THE NATURAL PARTNER FOR THE POSTAL INDUSTRY

customers are “generally positive”.
Source: CEP-Research

POSTNORD Q1 PROFITS RISE ON COST SAVINGS
PostNord improved its first-quarter profits significantly
thanks to cost savings measures, including 800 job losses,
but is stressing more restructuring remains to be done amid
tough trading conditions. The Swedish-Danish postal group
nearly tripled its operating profits to SEK 312m in JanuaryMarch 2015, improving its operating margin to 3.1% from
1.1% in the same quarter last year.
Revenues were flat at just over SEK 10bn in the quarter but
there was an underlying 2% drop, excluding acquisitions and
exchange rate effects. The markets remain characterised
by e-Commerce growth, tough competition in the logistics
industry and declining mail volumes, the group pointed out.
Mail revenues dropped 4% to SEK 5.3bn while logistics
revenues were 5% higher at SEK 4.1bn.
E-Commerce continued to show strong growth, generating
higher volumes in mail and parcel distribution. Parcel
volumes increased by 15%, with e-Commerce-related B2C
parcel volumes rising 21%. However, the company cautioned
that rising parcel volumes cannot fully compensate for the
declining mail volumes at a net sales level. As a result of
continued digitalisation, mail volumes declined year on year
by a total of 7% in the quarter, 15% in Denmark and 5% in
Sweden.
Source: CEP-Research; PostNord
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CORREOS EXPRESS LAUNCHES NEW SERVICES

GLS OPENS NEW DEPOT IN SPAIN

Spain’s Correos Express has launched new products to
enhance services for one of its core customer segments and
to improve its offering for online purchases.

In Spain, GLS has opened a new sorting centre at Vigo
which will also act as the company’s administration office in
the Galicia region, local media have reported. It is the 24th
GLS depot in the country.

A subsidiary of Spanish postal group Correos, the express
delivery company is targeting the optical market with the
launch of two new products specially designed for the
sector’s requirements. The OptiBox10 product is a pre-paid
box containing up to ten shipments destined for delivery for
end-customers. The OptiBag15 is a B2B product offering
delivery of objects and small consignments to opticians,
manufacturers and distributors for a reduced price. Both
products include special packaging for safe transportation
and include tracking options.
Meanwhile, Correos Express has incorporated an ‘Advanced
Digital Signature’ option to its services, enabling signature
of a distance-based contract to be certified with full legal
application. In addition, delivery staff can instantly check the
identity of the recipient by comparing the signature with that
on an ID card. The company said that the service is the most
secure on the market to verify the authenticity of an identity
document, thus reducing fraud at the point of delivery.

The facility is located in the industrial hub of the Pontevedra
province where major companies in the automotive,
logistics and textiles sectors are based. Moreover, the area
is connected to the highway of Madrid and the Atlantic
pivotal point Coruña-Oporto, which guarantees improved
operations in transportation and distribution in the region.
Source: CEP-Research

TNT SPAIN LAUNCHES ACADEMY TO HELP SMES
EXPORT
TNT Spain has developed a ‘TNT Export Academy’ that
offers free seminars to help the country’s small and mediumsized enterprises (SMEs) start exporting.

POSTNORD

This initiative is part of TNT Spain’s ‘Ayuda a exportar’
programme, which includes a series of actions to support
SME customers in growing their businesses internationally,
in line with TNT’s Outlook strategy to expand its SME
customer base. Each seminar is 40 hours long and includes
five eight-hour modules in different areas of international
trade.

SPAIN

Source: CEP-Research

ITALY
LATVIA

Source: CEP-Research
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UK CLICK & COLLECT DELIVERIES TO SURGE 20% A
YEAR, IMRG PREDICTS
Click & collect services, offering pick-up options in-store,
at a parcel store and at lockers, will continue to increase in
popularity at a growth rate of 20% per year, according to
a new report from British e-Commerce association IMRG.

GERMANY

For online retailers, click & collect is a ‘must have’ option
to maximise their potential at peak season, the report said.
One key finding was that ‘mobile’ shoppers are primary click
& collect shoppers so the propensity to shop online using
a mobile device is a clear future indicator towards the use
of click & collect. In addition, click & collect is increasingly
important for returns, not only making sure that customers
find it easy to make returns but also ensuring these can be
swiftly processed through the supply chain with appropriate
tracking and visibility and to raise credits or refunds as
quickly as possible.

IRELAND

Source: CEP-Research

ITALY

WHISTL JOINT VENTURE FALLS THROUGH
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Royal Mail looks set to remain the sole nationwide final-mile
postal delivery network in Britain for the foreseeable future
after PostNL’s aim to set up a rival network through a joint
venture deal for its UK subsidiary Whistl (formerly TNT Post
UK) fell apart earlier this month.

Whistl was supposed to gain financing for a full end-to-end
national network under an agreement between the Dutch
postal group and a Lloyds Bank subsidiary LDC that was
announced in December 2013. LDC was due to buy a 60%
stake in Whistl, which delivers to homes in parts of London,
Manchester and Liverpool at present.
But PostNL announced today that LDC has decided that
“due to ongoing changes in postal market dynamics and the
complexity of the regulatory landscape, it will not proceed
with the discussion on the proposed investment in Whistl
UK to fund the further rollout of its current end-to-end
activities”. In particular, Royal Mail has lobbied vigorously
against Whistl, which it claims is already “cherry-picking”
the best business opportunities.
Source: CEP-Research

UK PARCEL CARRIERS IMPROVE ON-TIME DELIVERY
PERFORMANCE TO RECORD HIGH
Parcel carriers in the UK achieved record levels of on-time
deliveries in the first quarter of 2015, with a pick-up in nextday deliveries, according to the latest IMRG MetaPack UK
Delivery Index.
The British e-Commerce association IMRG said that 94.6%
of orders were delivered on time or attempted within the
promised timeframes in March, with the Q1 2015 average
standing at 94%. The March figure was supported by a very
low attempted delivery rate (2.9%).

SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
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Following a lowest-ever on-time/attempted delivery
performance in December of 85% (due to the huge backlog
of orders processed on Black Friday), the industry has
bounced back to produce the best quality of service results
since the IMRG MetaPack UK Delivery Index was launched
in 2011.
Source: CEP-Research

DPD TO INVEST £150M MORE IN NEW UK DEPOTS
AND JOBS
DPD has pledged a further £150m worth of investment in
its UK network in the next five years, which will take total
spending to £400m since 2010.

DB SCHENKER RAIL UK RETAINS ROYAL MAIL
CONTRACT
DB Schenker Rail UK won a new three-year contract with
Royal Mail, renewing the contract it has operated since
2010 in the face of strong competition.
The new deal begins on 1 June 2015, for a minimum of three
years, and will see DB Schenker Rail UK continue to operate
six daily services on the West Coast Main Line and two on
the East Coast Main Line together with maintaining Royal
Mail’s fleet of 15 Class 325 mail trains.
Source: CEP-Research

DPD said it plans to spend the new investment on ten new
depots. The company is already in the midst of a two-year
£175m programme, including a new £100m national parcel
hub at Hinckley in central England, due to open later this
year, and £75m spending on 18 new or enlarged depots.

ITALY

Overall, the company said it has invested £250m investment
in its UK business over the last five years, with the opening
of 15 brand-new depots.

LATVIA

Source: CEP-Research
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ABOUT THIS PUBLICATION

ABOUT IPC

IPC MARKET FLASH is a fortnightly newsletter providing a comprehensive look at
new developments emerging in the international postal marketplace. It is published by
the Markets and Communications department of the International Post Corporation.

International Post Corporation is a cooperative association of 24 member postal
operators in Asia Pacific, Europe and North America. Over the past two decades
IPC has provided industry leadership by driving service quality and interoperability,
supporting its members to ensure the high performance of international mail
services and developing the IT infrastructure required to achieve this. IPC engages
in industry research, creates business-critical intelligence, provides a range of
platforms for member post CEOs and senior management to exchange best
practices and discuss strategy, and gives its members an authoritative, independent
and collective voice. IPC also manages the system for incentive-based payments
between postal operators. With members delivering some 80% of global postal
mail, IPC represents the majority of the world’s mail volume.

If you would like to contribute to this publication or require further information,
please contact: publications@ipc.be.

For more information please visit our website www.ipc.be or contact us
at info@ipc.be.
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